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tags I found on the internet:Q: Python import error when using alias to name a module I have a
python module named "triangle" that was defined using a class in another.py file. When I imported it
from another module using "from triangle import Triangle", I got an error saying
"ModuleNotFoundError: No module named 'triangle'" However when I used the following code, the
error went away. import os import sys import keyword_import from. import Triangle My question is,
why would "import triangle" lead to no module named 'triangle' but "from triangle import Triangle"
works fine? A: You imported triangle instead of from triangle import Triangle. If you want to refer to
the module you imported, you should use: from triangle import Triangle from triangle import
Triangle as T Obama praises Booker for Muslim upbringing DETROIT (AP) - President Barack Obama
has praised Cory Booker, a Newark, New Jersey, mayor who's running for president, for being "a
Muslim with a Muslim name." The president made the comment Saturday in a speech in Detroit,
where Booker is campaigning. In Detroit, Booker said he's running for president to bring a fresh
perspective to the nation's problems. He also told the gathering that the president was right in the
1960s to challenge the status quo and "to bring a new lens to our nation." Booker's parents are from
Guyana. His mother is white and his father is black and Muslim. The president recalled meeting
Booker's father when he was working at a mental hospital. "A couple years later, his dad was on the
front lines of the civil rights movement," Obama said. "And they had the respect that came with
being honest
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